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WhY aren’t more of us Working?

S

ince the beginning of the Great
Recession in 2007, U.S. unemployment has reached some of
its highest levels since the Great Depression of the 1930s. After reaching
a high of 10.2% in October 2009, unemployment fell to 8.2% in June of
2012 (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012). But what does that mean,
and are things even worse than those
numbers show? Why are so many
Americans out of work, and how
long will it take before unemploy-

ment goes down to healthier levels?

Putting current
unemPloYment levels in
historical context
The U.S. Department of Labor
has kept unemployment statistics
that are consistent with the numbers
calculated today since 1948 (so we
can’t compare current unemployment figures to Depression-era
data). Since 1948, unemployment
was at its highest level — 10.4% —

Your retirement Planning assumPtions

T

o enjoy your retirement without financial worries, make
sure you have enough money
saved when you retire. However,
that calculation can be a daunting
task, since a variety of factors affect
your answer, and inaccurate estimates for any factor can leave you
with way too little in savings. Some
of the more significant factors
include:
What

Percentage of Your Pre-

retirement income Will You need?

You can find various rules of thumb
indicating you need anywhere from
70% to over 100% of your preretirement income. On the surface, it
seems like you should need less than

100% of your income. After all, you
won’t have any work-related expenses, such as clothing, lunch, or commuting costs. But look carefully at
your current expenses and how you
plan to spend your retirement before
deciding how much you’ll need. If
you pay off your mortgage, stay in
good health, live in a city with a low
cost of living, and engage in inexpensive hobbies, then you might need
less than 100% of your income.
However, if you travel extensively,
pay for health insurance, and maintain significant debt levels, even
100% of your income may not be
enough. You need to take a close
Continued on page 3

in January and February of 1983.
The unemployment peak in October
2009 — 10.2% — was just a fraction
below the previous monthly high.
So in that respect, we’re not in quite
as bad shape as in the 1980s.
But in another respect, current
unemployment is worse: back in the
early 1980s, unemployment stood
above 9% for 19 consecutive months
and above 8% for two years. The
current economy has seen unemployment above 9% for 25 months
— one-third longer — and above 8%
for 41 months, nearly two-thirds
longer than in the 1980. In June, the
Labor Department reported that of
the 12.7 million Americans counted
as currently unemployed, some 5.4
million (42% of the total) had been
out of work for 27 weeks or longer.
In terms of duration, to find a
worse period you have to go back to
the Great Depression. The U.S. Census says unemployment reached a
high of 24.8% in 1933, was above
21% for three years (1932–34), was in
double digits for 10 straight years
(1931–1940), and was above 8% from
1930 through 1941, inclusive.
So, yes, things were much worse
jobs-wise in the 1930s, proof that
such post-Depression innovations as
Continued on page 2
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WhY aren’t?
Continued from page 1

unemployment benefits, Social Security, and other social programs that
pump money into the economy have
worked to keep more people from
joblessness. But what the current
numbers don’t show is the full extent
of the damage to working people in
America over the last four-plus
years.

“official” unemPloYment
figures don’t accuratelY
rePresent the size of the
Problem
The Labor Department calculates
the unemployment rate as the total
number of people out of a job but are
actively looking for one, divided by
those people plus the ones who have
jobs. There are two kinds of people it
doesn’t include. First are those who
have given up looking for a job, even
though they’re of working age and
physically capable. The Labor Department says there are 821,000
Americans in this category. If they
were included in the work force, the
unemployment rate would be 8.7%.
The unemployment rate also
doesn’t include people who are “underemployed” — those who want
full-time jobs but can only find
part-time employment and/or are
working at lower-skilled and lowerpaying jobs than they’re qualified for.
The Labor Department reports the
underemployment rate was 14.9% at
the end of June. Add that to the 8.2%
of Americans who are unemployed,
and the percentage of the work force
suffering is 23.1%.

What is the cause of
PersistentlY high
unemPloYment?
But why are so many people still
out of work? There are two ways to
approach that question. The first is to
focus on economic weakness: the
economy isn’t growing fast enough
to absorb the growth in the labor
force and put all the people who lost
their jobs since 2007 back to work.
Since March 2010, some 3.5 million

Protecting Your 401(k) Plan

R

eviewing your 401(k) plan
on an annual basis helps
you make sure your plan is
on the proper course. Here are
three steps to use when reviewing
your 401(k) plan:
m consider Your goals — Keep
your financial goals in mind as
you review your 401(k) plan.
Have you experienced life
changes that affect your goals?
Has your income or family situation changed? Do any of these
changes require changes to your
401(k) plan?
m consider Your contributions
— If your company offers
matching contributions, one of
the biggest mistakes you can
make is not to contribute
enough to take advantage of the
full matching amount. As part
of your review process, create a
detailed annual budget and ac-

new jobs have been filled; but over
the same period of time, the labor
force grew by 1.3 million people —
meaning that the ranks of the unemployed shrank by 2.2 million.
Economists estimate that the U.S.
economy needs to grow at an annual
rate of 2.5% to 3% just to absorb the
natural growth in the country’s job
force. It needs growth of more than
4% a year to make a significant dent
in unemployment. Given the rate
that the Office of Management and
Budget projects the economy will
grow, the unemployment rate will
drop very gradually over the next
decade, to 7.7% in 2013, under 7% by
2015, and reaching 5.4% and holding
not until 2018.
The second way to explain persistently high unemployment is to
look at the factors that underlie economic growth. That involves a debate between the neo-Keynesian
school of thought, which holds that
the problem is a lack of aggregate
demand, and the more conservative

tively look for ways to contribute more income to your
401(k) plan. Or resolve to put
any pay increases directly into
your 401(k) plan, before you
find ways to spend the additional money.
m consider rebalancing — Most
401(k) plans have a wide variety
of investment options, so you
should be able to broadly diversify your holdings. Don’t invest
too much in your company
stock. Take a look at all of
the plan’s investment options,
reviewing their historical performance. Compare that to
your investments, and decide
whether any changes are needed. There are no tax consequences to making investment
changes within your 401(k) plan.
Please call if you’d like help
reviewing your 401(k) plan. mmm
point of view that excessive government interference in the economy is
discouraging businesses from hiring.
Both agree that businesses and consumers have trillions of dollars in
savings tucked away waiting for the
right moment to start investing it in
new hires and equipment, and the
economy is not likely to recover until
that happens.
However one approaches the
question, the answer is essentially
the same: economic growth simply
has not been robust enough to quickly and dramatically reduce the unemployment rate. Until investors
and business owners have some certainty about the future — after we
know what Congress will do about
the tax cuts and spending programs
that are set to expire at the end of the
year, and after the situation in Europe moves one way or the other —
the unemployment rate is not likely
to change much. mmm
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Your retirement
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look at your expenses and planned
retirement activities to come up with
a reasonable estimate.
When Will You retire? Your retirement date determines how long
you have to save and how long investment returns can compound.
You want to make sure your retirement savings and other income
sources, such as Social Security and
pension benefits, will support you
for what could be a very lengthy
retirement. Even extending your
retirement age by a couple of years
can significantly affect the ultimate
amount you need.
hoW long Will You live? Today,
the average life expectancy of a
65-year-old man is 81 and of a 65year-old woman is 84 (Source: Social
Security Administration). Most people look at average life expectancies
when estimating this, but average
life expectancy means you have a
50% chance of living beyond that age
and a 50% chance of dying before
that age. Since you can’t be sure
which will apply to you, it’s typically
better to assume you’ll live at least a
few years past that age. When deciding how many years to add, consider
your health as well as how long other
family members have lived.
What

long-term rate of re-

turn do You exPect to earn on investments? A few years ago, many
retirement plans were calculated
using fairly high rates of return.
Those high returns don’t look so assured now. At a minimum, make
sure your expectations are based on
average returns over a very long period. You might even want to be
more conservative, assuming a rate
of return lower than long-term averages suggest. Even a small difference
in your estimated and actual rate of
return can make a big difference in
your ultimate savings.

have You considered inflaEven modest levels of inflation can significantly impact the
purchasing power of your money

tion?
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should You defer income taxes?

S

hould you pay income taxes
now, so you can withdraw
funds after retirement tax
free? Or are you better off delaying
income taxes until after retirement?
This is the basic decision when
choosing between a traditional
deductible individual retirement
account (IRA) and a Roth IRA, or
between a 401(k) plan and a Roth
401(k) plan. With the Roth options,
you are paying taxes now so you
can take qualified distributions
income-tax free. With the traditional IRA and 401(k) plan, you are
delaying taxes until distributions
are taken.

though tax rates are at historically
low levels. No one knows how
those rates will be adjusted by Congress over the years. However,
many believe that income tax rates
have no where to go but up.

The standard advice is to consider whether your tax bracket will
be higher or lower in retirement. If
you are likely to be in a higher tax
bracket, you’ll usually benefit from
the Roth options, because you are
paying taxes at a lower rate now. If
you’re likely to be in a lower tax
bracket, you may benefit more
from the traditional IRA and 401(k)
plan, because you’ll pay taxes at a
lower rate after retirement.

For instance, you might invest
in a Roth IRA, where qualified distributions can be taken with no tax
consequences; a 401(k) plan, where
you save taxes now and pay ordinary income taxes of up to 35% on
qualified distributions; and taxable
accounts, where the capital gains
tax of a maximum of 15% must be
paid on sales of appreciated investments. Thus, during retirement,
you can monitor your tax situation
and withdraw money from the assets that make the most sense in
any particular year.

Most people naturally assume
that their tax rate will be lower in
retirement, since their income will
typically be lower. That assumes
that income tax rates will stay constant over that time period, even
over long time periods. For instance, after 30 years of just 2%
inflation, your portfolio’s purchasing power will decline by 45%.
When estimating an inflation figure,
don’t just look at the historically low
inflation rates of the recent past.
Also consider long-term inflation
rates, since your retirement could
last for decades.
What

tax rate do You exPect

to PaY during retirement?

Especially if you save significant
amounts in tax-deferred investments
that will be taxable when withdrawn, your tax rate can significantly affect the amount you’ll have

Thus, it may be prudent to use
tax diversification for your portfolio. Tax diversification attempts to
protect your portfolio against tax
rate fluctuations. It is a concept
similar to asset allocation, where
you protect your portfolio against
price fluctuations. With tax diversification, you invest in a number
of investment vehicles with different tax ramifications.

Please call if you’d like to
discuss this in more detail. mmm
available for spending. You may
find your tax rate is the same or
higher after retirement.
Once you’ve estimated these
factors, you can calculate how much
you’ll need for retirement. Please
call if you’d like help with this
calculation. mmm
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Sep-12 Oct-12 Nov-12 YTD 12 Mon.
Dow Jones Industrials 13437.13 13096.46 13025.58 6.6%
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neWs and announcements
dating the business cYcle
The business cycle refers to the cycle of economic activity — periods of expansion followed by periods of contraction or recession. While the term business cycle implies that
these periods occur with some regularity, they actually occur
at irregular intervals and last for varying periods. Business
cycles are dated based on when economic activity changes
direction. The cycle’s peak is the last month before economic indicators start to fall, while the cycle’s trough is the last
month before economic indicators start to rise.
The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), a
private, nonprofit research organization, determines the official dates of peaks and troughs in U.S. business cycles.
However, its actions seem to focus more on accuracy than
speed, taking anywhere from six to 18 months to assign a
date.
A popular definition of a recession is a period when real
gross domestic product (GDP) declines for at least two consecutive quarters. However, since the NBER dates peaks
and troughs by months instead of quarters, it does not rely

solely on GDP. While the NBER uses many factors in its
analysis, some of the more significant factors include real
GDP measured on the product and income sides, economywide employment, real income, and to a lesser extent,
industrial production and wholesale/retail sales. Before
announcing a peak date, the NBER makes sure that the decline is large enough to qualify for a recession, which can
take several months. Before announcing a trough date, the
NBER makes sure that the rise is sustained and does not
start to decline again.
With regard to current economic conditions, the NBER
determined that the recent recession started in December
2007 and ended in June 2009, which means it lasted 18
months. The announcement of the end of the recession was
made in September 2010. Based on the length and strength
of the recovery to that time, the NBER decided that any further downturn in the economy would be a new recession
and not a continuation of the latest recession. mmm
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